Estimation of the voice source from speech pressure signals: evaluation of an inverse filtering technique using physical modelling of voice production.
The goal of the study is to use physical modelling of voice production to assess the performance of an inverse filtering method in estimating the glottal flow from acoustic speech pressure signals. An automatic inverse filtering method is presented, and speech pressure signals are generated using physical modelling of voice production so as to obtain test vowels with a known shape of the glottal excitation waveform. The speech sounds produced consist of 4 different vowels, each with 10 different values of the fundamental frequency. Both the original glottal flows given by physical modelling and their estimates computed by inverse filtering were parametrised with two robust voice source parameters: the normalized amplitude quotient and the difference (in decibels) between the levels of the first and second harmonics. The results show that for both extracted parameters the error introduced by inverse filtering was, in general, small. The effect of the distortion caused by inverse filtering on the parameter values was clearly smaller than the change in the corresponding parameters when the phonation type was altered. The distortion was largest for high-pitched vowels with the lowest value of the first formant. The study shows that the proposed inverse filtering technique combined with the extracted parameters constitutes a voice source analysis tool that is able to measure the voice source dynamics automatically with satisfactory accuracy.